Our basic goal is to develop an index theory for almost periodic pseudo-differential operators on R ~. The prototype of this theory is [5] which has direct application to the almost periodic Toeplitz operators. Here, we study index theory for a C*-algebra of operators on R ~ which contains most almost periodic pseudo-differential operators such as those arising in the study of elliptic boundary value problems for constant coefficient elliptic operators on a half space with almost periodic boundary conditions. Our program is as follows: We begin with a discussion of a C*-algebra with symbol which contains all of the classical pseudo-differential operators on R ~. Precisely, if A is a bounded operator on L2(R ~) and 2 ER ~, let e~(A) denote the conjugate of A with the function e *~'x acting as a multiplier denoted e~. We first study the C*-algebra of those A for which the function 2~+e~(A) has a strongly continuous extension to the radial compactification of R ~. The restriction of this function to the complement of R ~ then gives the usual (principal) symbol a(A) when A is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero (of a suitable type). We characterize the Fourier multipliers in this algebra and the image of the symbol map. We give sufficient conditions for the usual construction of a pseudo-differential operator as well as one of Friedrichs' constructions to give an element of this algebra. In particular, the latter gives a positive linear right inverse for the symbol map--at least when the symbol is sufficiently smooth. In fact, we show in w 3 that the Friedrichs map is a right inverse to the symbol map in the almost periodic case. We expect this to be true in the general case also.
O. Introduction
Our basic goal is to develop an index theory for almost periodic pseudo-differential operators on R ~. The prototype of this theory is [5] which has direct application to the almost periodic Toeplitz operators. Here, we study index theory for a C*-algebra of operators on R ~ which contains most almost periodic pseudo-differential operators such as those arising in the study of elliptic boundary value problems for constant coefficient elliptic operators on a half space with almost periodic boundary conditions. Our program is as follows: We begin with a discussion of a C*-algebra with symbol which contains all of the classical pseudo-differential operators on R ~. Precisely, if A is a bounded operator on L2(R ~) and 2 ER ~, let e~(A) denote the conjugate of A with the function e *~'x acting as a multiplier denoted e~. We first study the C*-algebra of those A for which the function 2~+e~(A) has a strongly continuous extension to the radial compactification of R ~. The restriction of this function to the complement of R ~ then gives the usual (principal) symbol a(A) when A is a pseudo-differential operator of order zero (of a suitable type). We characterize the Fourier multipliers in this algebra and the image of the symbol map. We give sufficient conditions for the usual construction of a pseudo-differential operator as well as one of Friedrichs' constructions to give an element of this algebra. In particular, the latter gives a positive linear right inverse for the symbol map--at least when the symbol is sufficiently smooth. In fact, we show in w 3 that the Friedrichs map is a right inverse to the symbol map in the almost periodic case. We expect this to be true in the general case also.
(1) Research supported by grants of the National Science Foundation. Our next step is to discuss almost periodic operators. In a general C*-algebra, we think of these as continuous almost periodic maps from a subgroup of the automorphism group to the C*-algebra. In the ease of operators on L~(Rn), we use the automorphisms Tg obtained by conjugation with translation by/~, # E R n. Indeed, Fourier multipliers and almost periodic multipliers are almost periodic in this sense.
For an almost periodic operator A on L~(R=), # ~+~g(A) has a continuous extension to the Bohr compactification. Its I-Iaar integral E(A) defines an expectation with values in the algebra of Fourier multipliers. Since this is essentially L~176 the image of E is easy to understand. In particular, we are able to distinguish closed translation invariant *-ideals in C*-algebras of almost periodic operators by their image under E. One also has the analogue of a Fourier transform by considering the function ~-+E(e~A) which can be used to distinguish almost periodic operators. Finally, the usual trace on L~~ + compose4 with E provides a trace for the algebra of almost periodic operators which is the cornerstone of the representation and index theories of w 4.
By combining the notions of symbol and almost periodicity, we arrive at our algebra We close w 3 with a simple structure theorem for A and a proof of the fact that the commutator ideal in A is the kernel of o.
In w 4 we discuss the IIo0-factor representations of A and the resulting analytic index for relative Fredholm operators ( [2, 3] ). We first review the group-measure space construction of Murray and yon l~eumann to obtain a faithful representation of A in a Ho~-factor. We then show that this is unique in the sense that any faithful II~-factor representation factors through a faithful representation of this IIo:-factor with equivalence of trace.
We would like to compute the analytic index of the relative Fredholm operators in the image of A, but the algebra seems to be too large for us.
We therefore restrict our attention to a subalgebra Ao which contains all practical examples. This is the algebra generated by the almost periodic multipliers, the Fourier multipliers which are homogeneous near ~, and the operators with relatively compact image in the IIoo-factor. Here we show that the usual theorem for scalar singular integral operators on a compact manifold generalizes. In particular, the index is zero for n > 1 and is determined by the difference of the mean motions of the symbol when n = 1.
We can characterize the elements A of A0 in several different ways. One interesting way is that the Fourier transform E(exA) is always the uniform limit of Fourier multipliers corresponding to the sum of an L 1 function and a homogeneous continuous one.
We close this section by giving an intrinsic meaning of the index in the C*-algebra .4.
We also show that index zero together with one-sided invertibility is equivalent to invertibility. Since elements of A0, when n > 1, always have zero index, invertibility of A E A0 is equivalent to an apriori estimate for A or A*.
w 5 contains a discussion of the systems case.
l. Notation
For the sake of brevity, we have not indicated the domain of function spaces on R u.
CAP thus denotes the continuous almost periodic functions on RL HC denotes the functions homogeneous of degree 0 whose restriction to the unit sphere S n-1 is continuous. L~ Proo/. Since representations are norm decreasing and multiplication is strongly continuous on bounded sets, rde is a *-algebra. Since operator norm is strongly lower semicontinuous, (2.1) is a norm decreasing *-homomorphism. It follows that R e is closed.
The symbol map

Remark 2.2.
The strong topology can be replaced by other topologies. For example, the ultra-strong, the Mackey topology induced by the trace class (pre-dual of B(H)), and the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets in H all induce the same topology on norm bounded sets in B(H) and hence lead to the same algebra for a given net.
Much of our analysis will concern the behavior at ~ of semi-groups of automorphisms applied to the standard representation M of L ~~ Recall that M is a faithful representation.
We shall use L~ to denote L ~ equipped with the locally convex topology induced by the strong operator topology via M. Consider a bounded operator A on L 2 such that for every 2 E S n-l,
exists in the strong operator topology. This defines an extension of the function 2~->ea(A)
to the radial compactification of R ~. Since ca(A) is strongly continuous in 2, the extended function is strongly continuous iff the above limit is uniform. We shall think of era(A) as defining an operator valued function er(A) on R~{0} which is homogeneous of degree 0 in 2. Then the uniformity of (2.2) is equivalent to lira Ilea(A)u-era(A)ull=O, ueL 2. Thus, not only are the compact operators in ~ but they are in the ideal ker a (of course).
An immediate consequence is that ~ is irreducible.
From these facts it follows that ~ contains all operators of the form Mr SM w where ~0 and y~ are compactly supported and S is a singular integral operator (see Seeley [17] , [18] ). Also, the symbol agrees with the usual one by virtue of Proposition 2.7.
A word of caution about the localization properties of 74 is in order. It is obvious that A E 74 and ~ EL ~ implies Mr E 74. But there are bounded operators A on L 2 such that A (~74 while MeA E74 for every ~EC~. Fourier transform is such an operator. Thus, for some purposes it may be desirable to enlarge the algebra 74, but that will not concern us here since that is really a question of what one wishes to accept as the kernel of a.
What will be important is that if for a given function on R n • R n one can construct a Pro@ {Zj}~=I is a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections whose sum is 1. Thus A is bounded. Also, when uEL~(lt n) and Zju=0 for all but a finite number of j, since the sum is finite. But, the set of such u is dense in L2(Rn). Thus, A E~ and a(A)=s. Remark 2.11. In Proposition 2.10 it is sufficient to assume that AA~ and A~A are bounded in L 2 for some ~ > 0.
We continue our discussion of the algebra 7/by showing that certain of the pseudodifferential operators considered by HSrmander in [11] are in 7/. In particular, let 0 ~< ~ < ~ ~< 1 and let s E C~176 ~ • R ~) be such that
is bounded on R ~ • R ~ for each ~, fl and there is a function s~ such that
s(.,t~)-s~r
in L~oo as t-~c~ (2.5)
uniformly for ]el = 1. By Theorem 3.5 of [11] , the operator defined by 
Ifdxe' X(' -"O(x)s(x,,+4)<,o(,-V).
Therefore, if u EL 2, V 2 is dominated independent of 4 by an L 2 function, We may therefore use pointwise limits. It follows that for uEC~ and hence for uEL ~. If uEL2(K), then extend by zero to obtain a function u 1 in L2(R~). As an operator in L~(K), ~F~ is given by the restriction of ~sul to K and hence the restriction of ~Fe~ ux to K. The result now follows.
Remark 2.13. It is clear from the proof (due to the choice of 0) that the norm of ~F~ in L~(K) depends on the estimates (2.7) for a larger K. Actually, it is not difficult to show that for each 8>0, there is a constant C~>0 such that if K~ is the set of points whose distance from K is at most ($, then the norm of XF 8 in L~(K) is dominated by C$ times the maximum of (2.7) taken over Ks. Thus, if one has estimates of (2.7) which are uniform when K runs through a collection of balls of fixed radius, then one can combine this Proposition with 2.8 to get an element of ://with s as its symbol.
Applying the above constructions we can now prove the surjectivity of a. is bounded on R ~. Therefore a satisfies (2.4) and (2.5) with so~ equal to the s of this proof.
Therefore xF a e ~1/and a(XI2a) =s.
Remark 2.15. The map s~-->a considered above is a positive linear map of C(S n-l, L~)
into an order zero symbol class of the HSrmander type, and we have shown that the restrictions of a to spheres define elements of C(S ~-z, L~) which converge to s as the radii tend to co.
One of the undesirable features of the map xF from symbols to operators is that it is not positive. Therefore, we shall devote the remainder of this section to the construction and discuss some of its basic properties. 
7] o)(7)) ~0 ( 7 ) which is bounded as desired.
Next, define the operator and Fa =Q*MaQ, where Ma is the multiplication operator defined by the function a on R2n= T*(Rn). In the next theorem we shall see that Fa is a Pesudo-dffferential operator whose principal symbol is the same as that of lFa. Thus Q provides a specific spatial transformation of pseudo-differential operators into multiplication operators, modulo operators of lower order. We also note in passing that an alternate approach to the definition of Fa can be based on the fact that Q is in fact an isometry from L2(R n) to L2(R ~n) (but is not unitary).
The following is a special case of the Lax-Nirenberg Theorem as given in [9] , w L12. 
Almost periodic operators
De/inition 3.1. Let s be a C*-algebra and ~ a subgroup of the automorphism group of C. B E s is said to be almost periodic relative to ~ if the function
~+ a(B)
from ~ to s is almost periodic.
Given a C*-algebra s and group ~ of automorphisms on s we have On the other hand, the operators in ker (~ fi ~ play the role in ~ that the compact operators play in the C*-algebra generated bythe singular integral operators on a compact manifold. We shall discuss this in section 4. and it follows that ~(~4(A)) is norm continuous and almost periodic in # uniformly in ~.
P I~ o P o s I T I o • 3.4. For each #, ~ E R n, e~ T~ = T~ e~ and/or each A E A, T~(e~(
Since for each ), ~(A) is a multiplication operator, we may choose a 9zECAP such that a4(A) =M,4. Inequality (3.1) then implies the uniformity of the continuity in x of 94(x).
PROPOSITION 3.6. a(~4) contains as a dense subspace in the uni/orm topology those bounded/unctions / on S n-1 • R n such that (i)/or each ~ ES "-1, /4 E C ~176 (ii) each derivative of/4 is continuous and almost ~eriodic uni/ormly in ~, (iii) each derivative o//4 is continuous as a/unction o/~/rom S n-1 to L~oo.
Proo/. Let Q E C~ with Q >~ 0 and ~Q = 1. Define
et(x)=tne(tx), xER ~, t>O.
Then for /E a(A), ~t ~-/has the above properties and lies in a(A). Indeed, (i) is immediate.
If D is a derivative, then T]~ (D (~ -~ /4)) = (D~t) -~ Ttt/4
and the right hand side defines a continuous linear operator on the bounded measurable functions /4 with sup norm. Thus, the uniform continuity and almost periodicity of /4
implies that of D(~(-/4 ), i.e., (ii) holds. For (iii) we simply use the fact that ~-~ is continuous from L~oo to Lie. Finally, we have
[/~(x)-e,-:e /4(x)I= fR tne(ty)[/~(x)--/a(x--y)]dY l <sup [/4(x)-/4(x-t-~y)], x~R", yr
and hence ~t ~-/~-~/4 uniformly as t -~ oo by the uniform continuity of/.
LE~MA 3.4. Let X be a compact space and a a bounded/unction on R n • X. Assume that xv->a(., x) is continuous/rom X to L~oo and that the set o/ translates {a(-,-~, 9 )} is totally bounded in the space o/ bounded /unctions. Then a is uni/ormly continuous and belongs to
CAP|
Proo/. The closure (with respect to sup norm) of the set of translates is compact.
Further, {a(., x)}x~ x is compact in L~or Thus translation is continuous uniformly on this set. Since the topology of convergence in Lloc uniformly on X is a coarser Hausforff topology than that of uniform convergence on Rnx X, 2~->a(. -2, 9 ) is continuous from R n to the bounded functions. Let e>0 be given. 
la(,~,x)--a(2, x')[<<.4~+max~ [a(2, x)-a(2, x)]
and hence, by the assumed continuity of a(., x),
la(2, -a(2, 0
as x~x'. We have already shown the uniform continuity in 2. Thus a is uniformly continuous and since a(., x) E CAP for each x, aE CAP|
COROLLARY 3.8. I/A e M, then a(A) e CAP| P R O P o S ITI O ~ 3.9. Let a be a bounded measurable/unction on Rnx R n whose translates a(x -~, ~) are totally bounded in L~(R ~ x Rn). Then Fa is almost periodic relative to {~g}.
Pro@ It is immediate that and hence where Qx.r ( T~ u) = Qx-,.r
T~a(x, ~)=a(x-#, ~).
Since a ~-> F~ is continuous on L ~176 the result follows. 
/ 7t~=2~(HC+L~), then ~ is a subalgebra o/ A and E is a positive M-linear map o/A onto ~.
Another important feature of A is that M(L r N A = M(CAP). Further, when ~ q CAP, E(M~) is the usual Haar integral, which we also denote by E. From Proposition 3.4 one has e~(E(A))= E(e~(A)), A 6 ;4, 1 fiR n, and it readily follows that
E(a~(A))=a~(E(A)), 16R ~, A6A.
We may summarize these facts by the following commutative diagram:
We shall say that a set $ in A is translation invariant if ~(S) e $, when S E $, # E R ~. 
E(A) E y implies that A E 3.
It is an immediate corollary (assuming translation and *-invariance) that every closed ideal in every closed subalgebra is generated by its intersection with ~.
Example 3.14. Let .41 be the subalgebra generated by (e~eR" and those My where E C~(R ~) and ~ has (uniform) radial limits at ~. ker ~ N .41 is then such an ideal and hence is generated by ker a N .41 N ~. It is not too difficult to see that this is precisely ~C0(Rn), where C o denotes the functions vanishing at ~. One can also consider the algebra generated by (e~;.~R-and _M(HC). This gives a larger set of translation invariant operators of the form M~ where ~ is bounded and has suitable discontinuities. The generator of the relative kernel of a i.e., ker a N .4, in this case is the set of all such functions which vanish at ~. In both cases the relative kernel of a is the commutator ideal [14] . Also, the relative kernel has a rather simple form.
If we add ker a to these algebras, we generate all of .4. Indeed, Proof. The commutator ideal is translation invariant and hence is generated (as an ideal) by its image ~ under E. If ker a is not the commutator ideal, then ~ must be a proper subspaee of E(ker a)=2g(L~). For subalgehras of A, the commutator ideals are smaller and hence are mapped by E into subspaces of ~. But, the algebra ~ generated by -~(L~) and e~ has A~ N ker (r as its commutator ideal (see [14] ), and E(,~ N ker a)~
E(i~(L~)) =_~(L~).
Representation
We shall consider representations in the Iloo factor given by a group-measure space construction of Murray and yon 1Neumann. In particular, we shall let ~ be the W* algebra on L2(R n) | lS(R ~) generated by the groups {e~ | T~: ~t E R ~) and {T~ | I: ~t e R~}. Observe that the second set generates {2~r | vEL oD} and {e~} is a unitary group acting ergoditally on _~r(L~ For the basic facts concerning such an algebra see Dixmier [7] , page 130 ff.
Since T~ e z = e-m. ~ e~ T~, 
E A~)~ (Eo(A)) is precisely the constant function on R$ whose value is the average of ~(A), i.e. E(o(A))=O(Y~(A)).
The importance of E on ~ centers on the fact that it allows one to lift a trace on _~(Lr176 + (invariant under e) to one on ~+. We shall take
tr(~,.)= fR V,(x)dx, ~,>~0, ~EL ~176
Then (tr | I) o E is a trace on ~/+, which we shall also denote by tr. Up to a positive scale factor, this is the Murray-von Neumann trace on ~, and is unique. In fact we have 
o~Oql(~A)=woO~(~i~E(A))=tr (~i~A), A E A.
It follows by normality that r o oi = tr on A. Using the left regular representation we have that ~/is isomorphic to the weak closure of
{q~(A): A E A, tr (A'A) < c~ }
in ~/i with identification of traces (see [8] , w 6.6).
We note in passing that the above proof can be adapted to any translation invariant subalgebra of A containing all elements of the form e~, 2El~ ~, ~EO(R ~) with compact support.
We shall let :K denote the norm closed ideal generated by the positive elements of with finite trace. The elements of ~ are called relatively compact operators. 
PROPOSITIO~r 4.4. As a closed *-ideal in o(A), ~ A O(A) is generated by
E(:K) = 21~(L 1 f~ L ~176 | (4.2) (Recall that L i A L ~176 is
Further, we have equality i]] ~1 =~-1(~).
Proo/. By assumption, there is a morphism ~ such that s , s
Thus, we may assume ~1 = ~2 = 0. The result is then a standard fact about regular elements in C*-algebras.
We shall now apply Breuer's Fredholm theory for II~ factors [2, 3] . Indeed, the 
-in(A) = m(a+l(A)) -m(a_l(A)).
Proof. As already remarked,/an is given via a by a group homomorphism on the group of connected components of invertibles in CAP| C(S~-I). By [15] , this group is canonically isomorphic to HI(R~ • Sn-1), the first ~ech cohomology group with integer coefficients. Remark 4.12. The case n = 1 is essentially that of [5] and is included here for completeness. Although we can only determine the index on .40, this is enough to cover most basic examples. We shall now proceed to show that the algebras of Example 3.14 are all contained in .40-This will follow from 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.12 and 4.13. Proo/. A ~ is translation invariant. Hence A eA end for every 2ER ~, E(eaAA~) = E(e~ A) A ~. Since A-~ E ~(L~), E(e~ A) E e -1 (X) for every ~ e R n.
We would now like to give an intrinsic meaning to the index for the algebra ~o. Here, ~R~ is to be interpreted as the almost periodic mean, i.e., as ~R~.
The proof of this formula will appear elsewhere. It follows from general functorial properties once it is known for n=l and n=2. For n=2, the formula is verified by a direct (and long) computation involving the residues of the zeta function for A*A [18].
Finally, we remark that the analytic index for systems is also unique, with the proof a slight variation of the one given in the previous section for k = 1.
